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Paper Abstract 

Despite the global ascendancy and widespread recogniti on of multicu ltu -
ral politics, the extraordinary resilience of normative metaphysical principles 
sadly infil trating even contemporary poli ti cal debates, mandates a closer cri-
t icallook at persistent attempts to re-introduce onto logical  "platonic" (by 
which  mean non-political) underpinnings to po1itical theory.  light of the 
well -established danger of insidious forms of theocracy inescapably involved 
even  theoretical intersections of metaphysics and government,  shall pre-
sent John Rawls' recently formu lated model of poli ti caI liberalism as a balan-
ced and feasible project , valuable  all agendas, Iike my own, aiming to de-
ideologize faith and de-theologize politics. Moreover , to further highlight the 

 of Rawls' proposal,  shall introduce  my analysis Comel ius 
Castoriades, whose devastating refutation of Plato 's   is  a 
par with Karl Popper 's, as conveyor of the 1iberal flipside to Chrestos 
Yannaras, who  on]y contests these negative readings of PIato but (like 
Roman Catholic philosopher Wi lliam Desmond, among others) staunchly 
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resists the demarcation of ethics and po!itica! theory from onto!ogy. A!though 
 must eager!y acknow!edge a persona! intellectua! debt to Yannaras in 

regards to theo!ogy, in this debate  will side with Castoriades and RawIs, 
though without neg!ecting to pinpoint the subt!e metaphysica! assumptions 
tainting Castoriades' otherwise perceptive insights, as well. 

1. What degree of interaction, if any, may be deemed permissible between 
re!igion  metaphysics in genera!, and politics? Should the two be allowed to 
cross paths, even in temporary alliances backed by popular sentiment,  

must they be constantly kept apart, for fear of spawning govemmenta! and 
civiI abuse? The present lines are written with the assumption that reflective 
citizens of democratic nations (especially those exercising an informed com-
mitment to one religious wor!dview  another) will be increasingly compel-
!ed to ponder this comp!ex question at the dawn of the new millenium. The 
rapid process of g!oba!ization and the  !arge!y uneasy, transfor-
mation of traditionally homogeneous societies into multicu!tural communi-
ties, have acted as a powerful, and (one a!so hopes) a cathartic cata!yst  the 
consciences of many practicing Christians, pressing home to us an awareness 
of racial and cultura! othemess that's apt to jo!t us  of habitual civic com-
p!acency. A!ready, however, hopeful signs of fruitful and amiab!e inter-re!i-
gious engagement are in sight, and to such an unprecedented extent that faith 
is now increasingly seen in a more positive !ight: not as a mere!y rancorous 
source of division among peop!es, but as a possible tab!eaux for mutua! 
understanding and an opportune meeting-p!ace for a culturally compartmen-
talized g!oba! community. As John Berthrong, a noted American expert  

wor!d religions has recent!y indicated, 

Christian theologians reconsidered their views of other re!i-
gions because of the growth of practica! relations with members 
of other religions . . . Beginning with engagement with the Jewish 
community and then expanding to the whole range of the reli-
gions of humankind, inc!uding what are called the worId religions 
and the various smaller primordial, regional, and tribal commu-
nities of faith, an o!der ecumenical bromide proved as true  

interfaith dia!ogue as it had in ecumenical inter-Christian 
conversation: service in community unites, whereas theologica! 
debate divides. When peop!e meet face-to-face  service  the 
highest goaIs of their religion, they often discover all kinds of 
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parallels and harmonies with other religion s. It is all too often 
conceptual theology that divides one person from another. The 
new contacts and positive views caused by Vatican Two and the 
influx of new North Americans after 1965 also forced Christians 

 look seriously at ... Christian self-identity as defined by theo-
logy of religion and the mission of the Church  a religiously 
plural world ... Christians have [now] begun to question ear-
nestly their old theology of religion  term s of their revised 
reflections about religious pluralism.' 

Noble as these observation s sound, they amount  trut h to little more than 
self-laudato ry rhetoric unless they are shown to match some real progress  

the delicate causes of social and racial toleration, by furthering, to however 
limited a degree, the harmonious co-existence of diverse cultures within com-
mon living telTitory. For enlightened, ecumenical inte r-religious dialogue (as 
Berthrong chronicles it) notwithstanding, religion is st ill seen as inevit ably an 
obstacle and a seri ous impediment to the iITeversible process of European and 
international integration , especially by cabinet bureaucrats concerned with 
societal unity and stability.  a paralIel, but more abstract , movement, the 
contemporary, so-called postmodem intellectual scene is just as apprehensive 
(if not bluntly dismissive) of all "worldviews"  gene ral, an eschewal now 
extending from religious, all-encompassing faiths with exclusive claims to 
soteriology and metaphysical truth , to the most seculari zed systems with pre-
tensions to normativity, and out  the same fear of   the secu-
lari zed eschatologies of previous "meta-narr at ives" such as Marxism, 
Posi tivism , and Psycho analysis, ironically born  iconocl astic suspicion of 
traditionaI metaphysics, are now finding themsel ves  the receiving end of 
deconstruction. Postmodernism, as a decentralized hermeneutics (itself the 
result of a  decentralized semantics), is   concerned to legitimise 

   and the voice s of othemess and the margin alized, the arguabiy peren-
niaI victims of ideology and grand systems of thought that habitually have 

   uniqueness of personhood to their pro crustean eschato logies.2 

Especi ally targeted by these radical critics has been the scientistic deter-

 John Bel1hrong, "M RPing: The Formation of ChrIstian Identity  an Age of PllJralism, " 
Boston Universi ty School ofTheology Focus   2002) 7-11,  8. 

2 . The American psychologist Jame s Hillman has advanced. over the period of the past 
decades, an inc reasingly inf1uential view of personhood which ra ises otherness, lInderstood as 
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minism adjacent to modernity's enlightened persuasions, with its self-profes-
sed velificationism and universal applicability, a naturaljzed rendition of pro-
phetic eschatology. Indeed, the  prevailing iconoclasm mandates the 
removal of the disfiguling, totalitalian lenses of  and ideoIo-
gy in order to restore to  vision the inexhaustible actuality of human per-
sons and their intrinsic worth as ends in themselves. Only thus shall we be for-
ced to acknowledge the fundamental relatjvjtythat govems human affairs and 
indeed all aspects of life, as only literature, and not science, can disclose it. 
For the object of science is always the general and the universal,  even 
worse, as Kant tlied to establish, the transcendenta1.  contrast, the other-
ness of each human being posits a unique existential claim, which (so the story 
goes) challenges us to reconsider  social prejudices and most strongly held 
beliefs3. That is essentially the morale which Milan Kundera tlies to press 
home to us in his The  of the Novel,4 as in his famous early novels, The 
Joke and The Unbearable Ljghtness of Bejng. Small wonder, then, that the 
majolity of such well-known and controversial deconstructionists as Roland 
Barthes, Jacques Demda, Michel Foucault, Jean-Francois Lyotard, Paul de 
Man, and (last but not least) neo-pragmatist Richard Rorty come mainly from 
the field of literary theory, with a strong resentment of teleological visions. 5 

uniqueness resistant to ideological or other typoJogies,  a central concem. Like Foucault and 
Derrida, but from an altogether different background, Hillman dispenses with all  of 
character classification, insisting as he does  the fluidity and uniqueness of the human person. 
See especially his  TypoJogjes versus the PercepUon  the Unjque (Dallas:  

Publications, 1980). 
3. cf. Emmanuel Levinas' superb analysis of the reaJ magnitude of personhood and its 

power to break free from the totaJizing reductionisms and constraints of ideology  TotaJHy 
and InfjnHy, trans. Alphonso Lingis (Pittsburgh: Duquesne  Press, 1979), esp.  73-74, 
80-81. cf. aJso his Tjme and the Other, trans. Richard  Cohen (Pittsburgh: Duquesne  

Press, 1987). 
4. Milan Kundera, The   the Nove/ (New  ork: Grove Press, 1988). 
5.  this systematic demolition of  worldviews, the  ironist"  of 

modernity, as neo-pragmatist Richard Rorty calls them, have relied  an extravagant, if ele-
gantly designed, picture of language as an utterly contingent and non-transparent instrument 
co-extensive with reaJity and meaningful thought. When thus envisaged, language allegedly 
breaks through the pretensions of metaphysicians, exposing their systems for what they truly 
are, as nothing more, that is, than different  each of which with a claim to ultima-
cy and the confidence of accurately representing an objective totaI reality from a  

angle. The entire case of the postmoderns,  fact, has rested  attempts to show that when it 
comes to "reality," it's just vocabularies all the way down. As Rorty puts the matter, "For us 
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John Rawls seems 10 have emulated neo -pragmat ism and the postmoderns 
(but only seemingJy so, as  shall argue)  reject ing escha1010gy  his ]ater 
writings, following his 1985 art icle "Justice as Fairness: PoJiti caJ not 
Metaphysical" (Jater incorporated  Poljtjcal LjbeTaljsm), where he makes 
the decisive switch from a metaphysjcal 10 a purely poljtjcal conception of 
justice.  other words, from a theory of justice featuring "truth claims" 10 
one appea ling to "reasonable" claims. And while prompted by neither episte -
mological   literary considerations, Rawls ' fina l disavowal of "theory" 
fro m the scope of political justice as an exclusivist ic query  "reality as 
such" reflects his reaJization that totalitarianism originates the moment some 
weIJ-meaning and sometimes even emancipating "universal truth " becom es 
dominant. When such an all-encompassing view point,  "comprehensive 
doctrine,"  Rawls' terminoIogy, wins an ascendanc y (inteIJectual  poli ti-
cal alike), it seeks 10 marginalize and de-legitimize rival creeds, obviously 
with dire civil repe rcussions when favored by sta te power. Thus for the sake 
of preserving the hard- won inclusive ness and 1O]erat ion con stitutive of Jibe-
ral democracies, it is vita l, Rawls stipulates , that philosophicaJ and especiaIJ y 
reli gious perspectives be kept  equal and due distance from all theories of 
government. This not 100 subtle point which Rawls urges is often missed by 
many good-natured adherents of organized religions, to say nothing of street-
wise poJit icians who openJy cap italize  populist rel igious sent iment. 

Speaking of which, there is a popul ar misread ing of Rawls ' posit ion   

vis religion that ought to be dispeIJed from the outset. Superficial  beginn ing 

ironists, nothing can serve as a cr iterion of a  vocabul ary save another such vo cabulary; 
there is  ans\ver to a redescript i on save a re-re-redescription . Since there is nothin g beyond 
vocabul aries \vhich serves as a criter ion of choice beyond   cri ticism is a matter of looking 

 this picture and  that,  of compari ng both pictureswith theit' original. No thing can serve 
as a cr itic ism of a person save another person, 0 1' of a   save an      culture - fol' 
persons and cul tli l'es   for us, incal'nared vocabularies." Rol't y, " Private Il'ony and Lib el'al 
Hope,"     and So/idarity (Cambl'idge: Cambl'idge      Pl'ess, 1996), 

 80.    of coul'se, thi s non-I'epresentati ona! nominalism is hal'dly unique  the postmo-
del'ns, since a mol'e tempel'ate, empiricist vel'sion of  had already been systemat icall y wol'ked 

 by the no \\l classic  of model'n analytic philosophy, well befol'e the dIamatic onslaught 
of the subsequent I'adical cultlil'al cl'i tics.  that I'egal'd, "non -I'epresentationalism," as the chief 
intellectLial \veapon at the sel'Vice of      philosophel's and     who have 
sought to    systematic theories \vith foundatio nalist aspirations, may be singled  as 
the tnIe intellectual backbone of    and post-modernity alike, beginni ng \vith K ant 's 
transcendentaJ epistemology and passing thr ough a Iinguistic    the 20th centu-

  down  i ts    histol'i cized, de-tl'anscendentali zed present fol'm. 
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readers of Rawls (a   ranging from nervous Church goers to those 
with positivist proclivities, shaped by a devoted adherence to Enlightenment 
skepticism) are often inclined to see his later work as a more or less anti-reli-
gious manifesto. But such a convenient assumption, encouraged as it may be 
by Rawls' repeatedly expressed fear of sectarian social conflict more likely of 
religious origins, would be a flagrant distortion of his real intentions , given 
that the purpose of politicalliberalism, as Rawls puts it   isnot  the 
least to assail any particular faith or doctrine as "nonsensical," "false," 
"unscientific," "incompatible with deep leaming," etc.  actual fact, "politi-
calliberalism," as Rawls hastens to explain early   the introduction to his 
paperback edition, "is not a form of Enlightenment liberalism, that is, a com-
prehensive liberal and often secular doctrine founded  reason and viewed 
as suitable for the modern age now that the religious authority of Chlistian 
ages is said  be  longer dominant. Politicalliberalism," he concJudes, "has 

 such aims ... [for] emphatically it does not aim to rep/ace comprehensive 
doctrines, religious or nonreligious, but intends to be equaJJy distinct from 
both and, it hopes, accessible to both."6 

ln fact, by wishing to keep political  altogether neutral with regard 
to religion, Rawls runs counter to a lofty ideal of Enlightenment  

name]y the still widespread confidence that the free, unrestrained employ-
ment of  is bound to yield a free and  consensus  most 
matters of social impact. This essentially Socratic optimism and trust  the 
promises of the human mind to liberate us from the curses of prejudice, igno-
rance, superstition, and bigotry, first resurfaced  the European scene with 
Humanism, when  the Renaissance scholars rediscovered classical Greek 
texts. It then received a further boosting from the arguments against external 
authority (especially religious authOlity)  by such Enlightenment 
stars as Bacon, Diderot, Hume, and last but not least, Kant. As far as religion 
was concemed, it is worth mentioning that all these "freethinkers" (and many 
more among their contemporaries) were not necessarily  or hosti-
le to religion (with the notable exception of Hume), but wanted rather to esta-
blish a new, rational religion, fashioned after the new worldview assembled by 
the Copemican revolution and Newtonian mechanics.  our own century, 
this classic faith  the emancipating power of reason finds eloquent expres-
sion, among many other places,  SigmundFreud's The Future of an IJ/usion, 

6. Rawls, PoJitica]     York: Columbia Univer sity Pre ss, 1993),   (italics pro-
vided) . 
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one of the most succinct manifestos of 20th century positivism: "the voice of 
the intellect . .. does not rest till it has gained a hearing. Finally , after a count-
less succession of rebuffs, it succeeds. This is one of the few points  which 
one may be optimistic about the  of mankind.,,7 

It stands as a tribute to Rawls' astuteness that, though an enlightened per-
son himself, he has resisted the confident positivist expectation of a progres-
sive and inevitable reasonable consensus  social and  issues visua-
lized after the verifiability of the natural sciences. Rawls dismisses such a high-
ly popularized expectation as an unwelcome and dangerous utopia, making 
his starting-point instead that the free and constitutional exercise of reason by 
thinking citizens is  bound to wield ever greater diversity of opinions and 
disagreement. Similar objections have been voiced earlier by scholars of 
equal renown, most notably by Karl Popper who, also mindful of the same 
benefit of unencumbered reason to produce variance instead of  

had expressed a simi1ar caveat earlier  his classic work TlJe Open Socjety 
and Its Enemjes against pOlitical agendas aiming to maximize social happi-
ness, based as they \vere  broad assumptions of what constitutes "the gene-
ral good": 

The politician will be aware that peliection , if at all attaina-
ble, is far distant, and that every generation of men, and there-
fore also the living, have a claim; perhaps not so much a claim 
to be made happy, for there are  institutional means of 
making a man happy, but a claim not to be made unhappy, 
where it can be avoided ... The piecemeal engineer will, accor-
dingly, adopt the method of searching for, and fighting against, 
the greatest and more urgent evils of society, rather than sear-
ching for, and fighting for, its greatest. ultimate good. 8 

Popper's remark must be read against the backdrop of his attack  hjs-
toricjsm, the teleological and deterministic view of history that fuelled the 
visions of Plato, Hegel , and Marx  the assortment of its theistic, naturalis-
tic ,  economic manifestations. His point is that social scientists can  

7. Sigmund Freud, The  ofa11  The Standard Edition   \V. Norton & Compa-
ny),  68. 

8. Karl Popper , The Open Sociely and Ils  Vol.  Ch. 9, "Utopi anism," (Pr inceto n, 
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1971),  158. 
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afford to plan ahead  a piecemeal manner, instead of relying  grand meta-
physical accounts of history and society. As is well known, the minimalism 
wisely recommended by Popper stems from his famed faJsificationist episte-
mology, which sought to reverse the positivists' revered principle of verifica-
tion by crediting with genuine cognitive value those theories alone that are  

principle falsifiable, thereby delimiting the potency of scientific knowledge to 
a tentative and provisional status. As an epistemotogist, of course, Popper is 
far removed from Rawls and his purposes, who not only has  theory of kno-
wledge of his own but would consider any such theory, including Popper's, 
inadmissible to political theory precisely as falling under the rubric of "com-
prehensive doctrines." Still,   is [eplete with passages bearing 
an apparent affinity with Rawls' project , such as the following from the 
second volume of The Open Sociely: 

The attempt to make heaven  earth invariably produces 
hell. It leads to   It leads to religious wars, and to the 
saving of souls through the inquisition. And it is,  believe, based 

 a complete misunderstanding of our moral duties. It is our 
duty to help those who need our help; but it cannot be our duty 
to make  happy, since ... it would only too often mean 
intruding  the privacy of those towards whom we have such 
amiable  

Perhaps one more comparison between Rawls and a prominent contem-
 philosopher like Richard Rorty will bring  crispel' focus the dis-

tinctiveness of political liberalism. The exuberant praise of pluralism is also 
part and parcel of Rorty's  whose famous   

meneutic" turn, solidified  his 1979 work Philosophy and the  of 
  Princeton  Press), comes exceedingly close to 

Rawls' own subsequent  shift,  the notable exception of Rorty's 
espousal and concomitant justification of a  of relativism, as opposed to 
Rawls' sober acknowledgment alone of plurality and disagreement as the 

 (and, indeed, welcome)  of the free  of [eason . 

9. Karl Popper, The Open Society and Its Enemies,  2, Hegel and Marx (London & New 
 ork: Routledge, 1996), Ch. 24,  237. 
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From a pragmatist point of view, to say that what is rational 
for us now to believe may not be true, is simply to say that 
somebody may come  with a better idea. It is to say that there 
is always room for improved belief, since new evidence, or new 
hypotheses, or a whole new vocabulary, may come along.  

Here, of course, we would be remiss  failing to add that where Rorty 
himself is concerned, "relativism" is objectionable as the sum-total of his phi-
losophy: 

However, it is not c]ear why 'relativist' should be thought an 
appropriate term for the [view] which the pragmatist does hold. 

 the pragmatist is not holding a positive theory which says 
that something is relative to something else ... the pragmatist 
does not have a theory of truth, much less a relativistic one.  1 

But the question of Rorty's relativism aside (obviously irrelevant to the 
purposes of this paper), my reference to his work intended to show that when 
measured by the yardstick of po1itical liberalism, his "conversational" model 
must join Popper's falsificationism  the Rawlsian category of "comprehen-
sive doctrines." For despite the political and humanistic ulterior motives of 
this notorious neo-pragmatist, programmatically opposed to all metaphysics 
and essentia1ism (''As a partisan of solidarity, [the pragmatist's] account of 
the  of cooperative solidarity has  an ethica] base, not an epistemo-
]ogica] or a metaphysical one ."), Rorty's non-representationalistthesis comes 
with a set host of onto]ogica! and epistemo!ogica! commitments, and so is not 
innocent of metaphysics, assuming as it does (rather than demonstrating) that 
aII perceived reality is intrinsically conceptualized and resistant to impartial 
descriptions. Rawls,  the other hand, stands altogether outside the entire 
problematic of the nature of truth . As he says, "my aim is only to stress that 
the ideal of pub1ic reason does not often lead to general agreement of views, 
nor should it. Citizens learn and  from conflict and argument, and when 
their arguments follow public reason, they instruct and deepen society's 

10. Richard Rorty, Objectivity, ReJativism, and Truth: PhiJosophicaJ  VoJume 1 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, ]995),  23. 

] ]. Ibid,  24. 
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pubIic culture."l2That is why RawIs never tires of repeating his intention to 
leave religious  intact, i.e., not to subject them to any intelIectual  

philosophical criticism whatsoever: "Central to the idea of public reason is 
that it neither    attacks any comprehensive  religious  

nonreligiolls, except insofar as that  is incompatibIe with the essen-
tials of public reason and a democratic      further  his point, 
Rawls adds elsewhere that 

we must distinguish public reason from what is sometimes 
referred to as secular reason and secular valHes [since] these are 
not the same as pllblic reason. For   secular reason  

as reasoning    of comprehensive nonreligious doctrines. 
Such   and vaIlles are mHch too broad to serve the pur-
poses of pllblic reason ... MoraI doctrines are  a IeveI with 
reIigion and     contrast,   

cipIes and  aIthough  moraI values, are speci-
 by Iiberal  conceptions of jllstice and falI under the 

category of the  

 fact, Rawls'  systematic work itseIf,  Theory  ]ustice, may welI 
count as a "comprehensive doctrine,"  that  advances an aJJ-encompassing 
moral theory  the classical tradition of "grand narratives" (to borrow a 
pejorative  of Lyotard's),   case drawing mainIy from Kantian 
thought.  be sure, RawIs' Kantian debts were  moral, not epistemo-
10gicaI; nonetheless, the weJI-known Kantian deontoIogicaI ethic  which 
Rawls' earlier work Iargely rests is not a self-evident ''ought'' derived from 
experience, but was extracted from a more generaI  system  

broader metaphysical assumptions.  Political Liberalism, by contrast, Rawls 
puts forward a   theory wherein the political assllmesa compIete aHto-
nomy.  this end, he draws a crucial distinction between  (which 
incIudes alI comprehensive  as  above) and conception (by 
which he means freestanding, i.e., theory-free notions  to political 
discourse). Accordingly, his designation of people as citizens rather than sim-

12. Rawls, Politica/ Lib era/ism,  Ivii. 
13. Rawls, "The Idea of   Reason Rev isited ,"   Universi ty of Chjcago Law 

Review,   64,   3 (Summer 1997),  766. 
14. Ibid,   775-6. 
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ply as persons aims to underscore the fundamental assumption of political 
liberalism that all citizens are born equal under the law, with certain duties 
and privileges that are constitutionally guaranteed, central among them being 
the right to life, to property, as well as to religious freedom (which  Rawls 
means also freedom from religion). 15 

 his system, then, Rawls maintained an impanial stance over reJigious 
and secular perspectives alike, mindful as he was that even secu!arism is capa-
ble of developing totalizing tendencies, such that might possibly interfere with 
citizens' religious rights . Hence, despite some intriguing overlap with the 
concems of post-structuralist "politics of difference," involving  both cases 
a non-ontologjcal approach to citizenship, Rawlsian liberaJism cannot be 
grouped with deconstructionist projects designed to undercut the metaphysi-
cal foundations of modernity. For, his injunction to ostracize ontological 
considerations from political theory, would never assume the form of a cri-
tique of ontology as such, of the type encountered,  instance,  contem-
porary analytic philosophy   recent postmodern literature. As an illustra-
tion of the latter sort, Michael Peters,  his paper "Radical Democracy, the 
Politics of Difference, and  identifies a cluster of specifically 
post-structuralist political theorists, such as lris Marion  oung, Anna 
Yeatman, Chantal Mouffe, and Fred Dallmayr, all of whom are indebted to 
the work of the French post-structuralists  their respective notions of a 
"politics of difference." Anna Yeatman's aversion to ontological connections 

 political theory,  example, as Peters quotes  is worked out  the basis 

15. The late popularizer of science Carl Sagan was equally as  a supporter of religious 
freedom understood above  as freedom  alJreligion, putting forward (for his own   

purposes, concerned wIth freedom of  inquiry) a view that resonates considerably with 
Rawls '. See his chapter  Sunday Sermon,"  Broca's  (New York: Balantine Books, 
1993),  329- 341, esp.  338: "The First Amendment  the  States Constitution 
encourages a diversity  religions but does not prohibit criticism of religion .  fact  protects 
and encourages criticism  religion . Religions ought  be subject to at least the same degree of 
skepticism as, for example, contentions about UFO visitatIons  Velikovskian catastrophism 
.. . There is  question that religion provides a solace and support, a bulwark  time  emo-
tional need , and can   extremely llsefLJI social roles. BlIt it by  means follows that religion 
should be immune froln testing, from  scrutiny, from skepticism." Again, where Rawls 
parts company  Sagan etc. is  his unwillingness to involve political Iiberalism  any cri-

  religion, be    philosophical. 
16. Michael Peters, Critical MulticultlIralism : Uncommon Voices  a Common Struggle, 

Barry  & Peter McLaren, eds . (Westport,   Bergin & Garvey, 1995). 
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of such well-known post-structuralist themes as phenomenalism and histori-
cal contingency: 

Here an openly contested politics of voice and representa-
tion makes  very difficult to sustain ontological orientations 
for it becomes very evident that any one of them is  a highly 
contested relation to others. More specifically, it becomes evi-
dent also that these ontologicaI orientations are intemally 
contested, and that their 'being' is more a creature of contingent 
history than it is of some pre-historical point of being.  brin-
ging out how aJl constructions of homogeneous community  

identity depend  systemic exclusions,  domination, these 
internal contestations make  all the more difficult to forget the 
forgetting of those who are bothered by assertions of self and 
group identity .17 

Rawls,  the other hand, as  have just tried to indicate by comparing him 
with Popper and Rorty, deliberately refrains from engaging  a criticism of 
ontology as such. 

At the same time, however, consistent as Rawls is  his programmatic 
commitment to a fair treatment of secular and religious worldviews, he har-
bours  illusions as to the violence latent particularly  doctrines of the lat-
ter sort.  thesis traces the urgency of the modem demand for religious 
toleration, an indispensable feature of all democratic societies,  the 
ged bloodshed caused by the clash between "salvationist, creedal, and expan-
sionist religions" during the Reformation. Rawls sees these bitter religious 
cIashes as a modem European phenomenon, unknown to the ancient world . 
This  because ancient Greek religion was neither creedal  authoritative; 

 other words it was not constituted  salvific terms, as a faith concemed 
with an etemal afterlife. Christianity,  the other hand, stood  entirely 
opposite ends from Greek religion and moral philosophy; and "when an 
authoritative, salvationist, and expansionist religion like medieval 
Christianity divides, this inevitably means the appearance within the same 

17. Cited from ibid.  48. See Anna Yeatman, "Minorities and the  of Difference," 
 Theory News!etteT, Special Issue, Symposium on the  of Difference, Moira 

Gatens and Anna Yeatman, eds., (1992),  1-10. 
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society of a rivaJ authoritative and salvationist religion, different  some 
ways from the origina! religion from which it split off, but having for a cer-
tain period of time many of the same featu res . Luther and Calvin," he conclu-
des, "were as dogmatic and intolerant as the Rom an Church had been ."I8 But 
why are faiths centered  salvation not simpIy competitive but intrinsically 
aggressive ? Raw!s' answer sheds ample light  the unprecedented peculiari-
ty of salvific   

Christianity already made poss ible the conquest of people, 
 simply for their land and wealth , and to exercise power and 

dominion over them, but to save their souJs. The  

turned this possibility inward  itself. What is new about this 
clash [i.e., the Reformation] is that it introduces into people's 

 of their good a transcendental element  admit-
ting of  

Now , while the call for religious toleration voiced by the so-called 
Enlightenment sages (one of the most interesting among whom, perhaps, for 
the purposes of theology being John Locke)20 was an important sign of pro-
gress, Rawls wants to see toleration transformed from a mere modus vivendi 
to a positive moral value  its own right. That is, he wishes to see plura1ism 
endorsed constitutionally  the right reasons.   is not sufficient," Rawls 
contends, " .. . that these [comprehensive] doctrines accept a democratic regi-
me merely as a modus vivendi. Rather, they must accept  as members of a 

18. RawIs,       

 9. Ibid,     (italics     

20. That 's because as passionately as Locke may have [OUgllt the uncritical  of 
   authority, just as firmly did he hold that Christianity was at bottom a reasonable faith, 

 where miracles were concerned, the subject of endJess de!'ision by such  skeptics as 
  Bacon and especially  Hume, but which Locke     assumed   been 

 witnessed     See The Reasonab/eness of Christial1ity   

      1996),   his "Thi!'d LetteI'     Locke 
chastises the use of brute    wo!'k as  and unnecessary,  the 
ness of the   itself: "Tlle question between us  says Locke to his imaginary 

 "is, whether the Christian religion did  prevail  the first ages of the Church by its own 
beauty , [jntellectual] force and reasonableness, witll0ut tlle assistance of force?  say  did, and 
therefore extema l force is  necessary." (ibid,  90). 
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reasonab1e overlapping consensus.'t2I  his 1993 lecture at the University  
Chicago Law 5chool, he presented this important point  clearer and more 

 terms: 

 clarify the question, consider [the example]   

and Protestants  the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries when 
the principle  toleration was honored  as a modus viven-
di. This meant that should  party gain its way  would 
impose its own religious doctrine as the sole admissib1e faith ... 

 again do we have  for the right reasons [when the 
allegiance  citizens] to these constitutional principles is so 
limited that none is   see his  her religious  

gious doctrine losing ground  influence and numbers ...22 

  the above points must be seen as   to the following core 
question: ' 'H ow is it possible that there may exist over time a stable and just 
society of free and equal citizens [otherwise] profoundJy divided by reasona-
ble though incompatib1e religious, philosophical, and moral doctrines? Put 
another way: How is it possible that deeply opposed though reasonable com-
prehensive doctrines may live together and a/l affirm the political conception 

 a constitutional regime?,,23The  character  this aim is easily 
recognizable, striving as it does for the attainment  a balanced and stable 
society. However, Rawls begs to differ somewhat from Aristotle  his pre-
fened   social  depending the latter not so much  income 
and the stabilizing force  a  middle-class as  the systematic cul· 
tivation  a civil mindset supportive  the constitutionaI Iegitimacy  

 

50 much then for Rawls' decentralised modeI  a nutsheIl. But as we are 
about to see , there are those who, whether openly  by implication, question 
the feasibility  this project and its purposes by descrying its  and 
rootlessness  history and/or ontoIogy. Let us then move  to these com-
peting  theories , beginning with the challenging prose  Cornelius 
Castoriades. 

2. Comelius Castoriades, political theorist formerly  a socialist persua-

21. Rawls, Po/itica/       

22. Rawls, "T he Idea of PubIic Reason      781. 
23. Rawls, Po/itica/      
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sion, iS known for his astute analyses of ancient Athenian democracy, whose 
self-regulating model of government he employed  a lifelong intellectual . 
effort to oppose the inherent totalitarianism of theocratic as well as commu-
nist regimes. Despite the complexity of Castoriades' mind, whose erudition 
extended to fields as far-flung as mathematics, psychoanalysis and literary 
theory, the true backbone to his thought can be traced to his passionate 
ticaJ concerns, so much similar to Popper's and Raw]s', since by his own per-
sistent admonishment, true  is at root always po/itica/  character. 
This is to say that  contrast, e.g., to Bertrand Russell's political standpoint, 
which, whiJe also consistently liberal was  essence peripheral to a mainly 
empiricist ontological project, Castoriades' intellectual agenda was strictly 
political, with every bit of knowledge outside this fieJd  to the service of 
rendering  to the theoreticaI construetion of a free and democratic 
model of government. 

Upon first reading, Castoriades' thesis seems  Manichean, almost 
bordering  Samuel Huntington's more recently formulated view of history 
as a series of cultural warfare among different, incompatible civilizations.  

the former writer's case, the apparently simplistic divide consists of the fol-
lowing contrasting sides: we have,  the one hand, the gradual first emer-
gence of an enlightened, democratic regime identified as 5th century Athens 
which, although destined to perish following the subsequent broader decline 
of the Greek city-state, enjoyed a partial revival Jater  post-medieval 
Europe as well as  the founding of the United States);  the other hand are 
the remaining global civilizations that, however culturally significant  their 
own right, cannot be credited with having made a substantial contribution to 
the politicaJ emancipation of humankind, faiJing as they did to produce the 
invaluable concepts of civility and citizenship. For notwithstanding  

appreciation for Eastern (or African, for that matter) art and spirituality, 
Castoriades stipulates, it is to the Greeks that  the last analysis we turn to 
for obtaining an originary pattern of constitutional democracy. At the heart 
of the Greek marvel, which, be it noted, Castoriades never  idealizes, 
lay the accomplishment ofthe Athenians' se/f-determination  autonomy(to 
be contrasted with political heteronomy) from laws drawn from transcendent 

 otherworldly sources, following the gradual emergence of a collective awa-
reness that as a people , Athenians were solely responsibJe for their future sur-
vival , prosperity, and the management of their daily affairs . Political autono-
my therefore, as originally attained to  Athens, is at once synonymous with 
the abrogation of religion and metaphysics at least from the public sphere, 
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more likely the result of a happy,  Castoriades, convergence of philoso-
phical skepticism, materialism, and (consequent upon these) of relativism  

that time and place. "Skepticism and doubt," writes Castoriades, "comprise 
the common  of democracy and philosophy alike.,,24  these factors, his 
story goes, produced a rea/ist mindset that, popuiar piety aside, was decisive 

 the ostracism of messianism from the public arena of the Athenian agora, 
the meeting-place where political debates were held and all major decisions 
about the town were made : 

The very notion of a historica] guarantor, like the related 
ideas of a Messiah  the po ssibility of an otherworldJy escapism 
are completely alien to the Greeks. Their standpoint inspires the 

 instead, that  is possible [and desirable] to 
occur will occur here. Anything that cannot be realized here sim-

 cannot concern us,  takes place elsewhere, either  the 
domain of the gods  at the bottom of the abyss (chaos). What 
is tllllY significant  us happens here , depends upon us, and will 
be carried out by us and  one else . Neither God,  historical 
determinism shall bring  about . ..  is up to us human mortals 
to accomplish  - should Fate and circumstances allow so - else 

 will never  

Of speci al atte ntion  Castoriades' account is the procedura/ and open-
ended nature of the Athenian model,  as such  actualised the possibilities 
of social change and renewal that are foreign to  heteronomous 
models surrendering the future of entire peoples to a sacred, pre-determined 
eschatology    to contingency and specific historical needs. Thus far 
Rawls would be  full agreement with Castoriades  his acknowledgment of 
the fluidity and non-essentialism of Athenian politics (attributed, as we just 
saw, to a  detachment from any fixed and given body of  

revelation), and even pleads his own case of political endogamy  the sad 
loss of these classical Greek halImarks: 

24. CornelilJs    Ancient Greek Democracy and lts ConIemporary  

(Athens: Ypsilon Publications, 1999),  25. cr. by the same author, Plato's Politicus: Seven 
Seminars  Ehess (Athens: Polis Publications, 2001). 

25. Ibid,  22. 
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[Greek religion] was  a reJigion of sa]vation  the 
Christian sense and there was  c!ass of priests who dispensed 
the necessary means of grace; indeed the ideas of immortaJity 
and eterna! salvation did  have a central place  classical cul-
ture . . . 50  rejecting the Homeric ideal characteristic of a way 
of Iife of the warrior class of a bygone age, Greek  

had to work  for itself the ideas of the highest good for human 
life, ideas acceptable  the citizens of the different society of 
fifth century B.C. Athens. Moral philosophy was a!ways the 
exercise of free, disciplined reason  It was  based  

reJigion, much less  revel ation, as civic religion was neitheI" a 
guide  a rival to   

 opposite ends now from the self-goveming, politically autonomous 
community that was Athens Iie those other known historic societies, whose 
loyalty to received tradi tion remained unwavering throu ghout the   

and where every form of authority was religiously sanc tioned.   almost 
eve ry other society we are   famiJiar with, " Castoriades continues, 

it was   natural to maintain the sta tus quo and  

prolong Iife as  was previously lived , thereby keeping everyo-
ne to their traditionally appointed social position. What the 
Hebrews took as self-evident was  the quest for freedom, for 
justice,  for equaIity, but rather submission  Jehowa's com-
mandrnents. For a  likewise , saIvation of one 's soul 
and the winning of eternal !ife assumes a unique precedence 
over the fate of society. The same holds for Hindus, who  the 
present day are bent  preserving the extant social casts .27 

Castoriades minces  words when  comes to relaying the baneful, as he 
sees  impact of Christianity's institutionalisation and promotion to state 
religion  the political idea]s of the Greeks, holding it directly responsible 
for the historical remission of democracy  Europe. He pIainly accuses 
Byzantine and Roman theocracies as    being utt erly incompatible 

26. Rawls, Po/iticaJ LiberaJism,      

27.     Ancient Greek Democracy and Its Contemporary Signi{jcance,  13. 
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with the essentials of a democratic polity, as the world first tasted them  5th 
century Athens, but also for actively setting the cause of democracy back -
wards by many centuries, citing as one evidence among others the sheer fact 
that  the context of caesaropapism, Eastem  Westem, people weren't 
seen as citizens, but  as loyal subjects. The long countdown for the demi-
se of European theocracy,  tum, began when the classica l Greek manus -
clipts were rediscovered by the Humanists  the Renaissance and were gra-
dually made available to those theorists who were destined to play a key part 

 the rebirth of democracy later  western Europe and  the founding of the 
United States of America. Now, far from resting content, as Rawls would, 
with merely alerting  readership to the dangers accompanying the infiltra-

 of metaphysical,  essentialist, categolies into otherwise democratic 
constitutions (which he insists must always remain conventional and subject 
to continuous revi sion ), Castoriades goes the extra mile  suggest, someti-
mes  and sometimes     that  atheism  agnosticism are 
conducive, even necessary, to the furtherance of democracy.  other words, 
if citizens continue  eamest to hold   their priv ate religious beliefs, the 
edifice of democracy is bound to be undermined fro m within, even if,  the 
long run , states are secularised enough as to dlive the necessary wedge bet-
ween Church and State. It goes  saying that such a suggestion couldn 't 
be further away from Rawls' sincere contentment to have citizens simply 
endorse the fundamentaIs of  without giving  the private pur -
suance of their faith (or even the lack thereof): 

 are reasonable when, viewing one another as free and 
equal  a system of social cooperation over generations, they are 
prepared to offer one another  terms of cooperation  
to what they consider the most reasonablc conception of political 
justice; and when they agree to act  those terms, even at the 
cost of their own interests  particular situation s, provided that 
other citizens also accept those terms. The critelion of reciproci-
ty  that when those terms are proposed as the most rea-
sonable terms of  cooperation, those proposing them must 
also think it at least reason able for others to accept them, as free 
and equal citizens, and not as dominated  manipulated,  under 
the pressure of an infelior   social positiOn.28 

28. Rawls, 'T he Idea of Public Reason Revisited,"  770. 
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This is as far as Rawls is willing to go  terms of  autonomy.  

Castoriades,   wouldn't amount to  than a half-measure, 
adamant ashe was  his  that  society shall rise to genuine auto-
nomy  its  can attain a   metaphysicaI and 
gious at tachments, a  high enough as to allow  the compIete 
management of  own    doubt at   is   

psychoanaJytic  whose  vision of  belief is that of 
an ''Oedipus complex"   coupled with a   to 
fajth as an aljenating  from humanity 's authentic  seen as ines-
capabIy mortal and fleshly.      that the concept of indivi-
duaJ autonomy, as a sine qua non   social autonomy, js  

to Castoriades' thesis is to  an appreciation  Rawls'   

as a  and   alternative indeed,  as it js of the 
private  beliefs of its adherents, despite the strong demands of reaso-
nableness that i t makes  them.  should add here that, following RawIs,  

take athejsm to be a metaphysical standpoint, a      

its own  with a host of  assumptions attendant to it that so 
often go unnoticed because they  much less  than the art icIes 
of faith , which by necessity  always made  certainly atheism can-
not be assumed  simp]y taken    all people,  can  be popu-

 without a supporting, if "negatjve",  metaphysics;  submit 
that atheism is  seIf-evjdent,  flows   the natural scien-
ces,but results   one's     interpretation 
of the extant  knowledge.  that   the following excerpt from 
another famed  of Castoriades should shed light  his own metaphysi-
caI, non-po/itica/ commitments: 

The making of  negates all   of 
meanjng, at least  the     but ideally,  should add, 
if  is to be complete,  the jndividual as well ... for 
a  poljty, as  have said, is unthinkable apart  the 
actual autonomy of jts particular  namely without each 

 's capacity to  realize  own meaning  life. 
Needless to say, all thjs presuppo ses a  position ... 
admitting that there actually exists  intljnsicmeaning  Being 

 the  of a veiled treasure awaiting to be extracted,  

         that it is nobody but us 
who  the true  of meaning and value,  it and 
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then planting   the bottomless abyss , and  that sense that it 
is us again that give shape to chaos with  thoughts and deeds , 
apart from extrinsic guarantees to lean  

Even the most furtive acquaintance with what has been argued for  

recent cultural and philosophical literature should vouch for the immense 
intellectual  of  praise of aII-out immanence. Case  

point, one among countless more, is the contrast recently drawn by Greek 
literary  and poet Pantelis Boukalas between sacred texts and philoso-
phical reflection,  the occasion of a revised new edition of Presocratic 
prose .  a critical review of the said    aptl y titled "Back to the 
Presocratics?" this  enthusiastically   

Classical Greek prose does  constitute a "Bible,"  by 
any means can it be considered a cluster of taboo te xts owing the 
thru st o f their ideas  a hea venl y revelation . One would be hard 
pressed to single   instances of terminal " truths"  them ,  

utterances shielded by a sacrosanct authority.30 

 these and similar simplistic absolute contrasts between reason  

  one hand, and revealed truth  the other, are no w finding them-

29. Comelius Cast ori ades,  Po/itics. Phi! osophy (Athens: Ypsilon Publica-
   2001),  76-7. 

30.           

    '  1996,  465.  must be pointed out , however, that for all his astuleness, 
  and Iike-minded hum anists premi sing the mer its of agnosticism  an exaggerated rea-

son-versus-revelation divide would be hard-pressed to  biblical schoIars advoca ting a positivist 
(o r endogamic) hermeneutics,   a view of Scripture as the Word of God devoid of histori cal spe-

    and hum an viewpoints, as they so readily assume.   highly misleading (and sadly still 
widespread) myth of hum an inte llectua l det achm ent t:rom the processcs of Scriptural composi tion 
and interpretation is forcefull y cxpose d       

       'A ei]va.   2000, esp. 
  44, 53, 76-78, 98-99, as had alrca dy been indicated by Fr . George Florovsky, who elabor ately 

denounced all form s of uncrit ical «biblicism»        

 1989 , esp.  Chs 3 & 11. Indccd , hermeneutical pos itivism,  the sense of a self-contained 
Scriptu raI endogamy, is a lready decisiveIy de bunked , and is the refore jus t as untenable  thcoJo-
gy as  is  the natu ral sciences . Hence,  is dou btless tclling that Diet rich Bonho effer famously 
took KarI Barlh , thc ren owned biblical endoga mist, to tas k precise ly  charges of posit ivism  

LetIeI'S    fl'Om P,7son (New York: MacmiIIan Co ., 1968),   170-71. 
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seIves  the receiving end of criticism, mainly  grounds of  des-
 and social anomie. Writers like William Desmond repeatedly and 

penetrating]y expose the misleading one-sidedness of such intellectual 
tems, whose disregard for the questions of ontology and truth, both of which 
are too easily identified with  foster a high degree of relativism 
that may easily lapse to nihilism. Not only that: the end-result of an absoluti-
sed autonomy is now seen by many as apt to lead not to Kant's (and 
Castoriades') nobJe ideal of the self-governed moral agent, but to the 
Nietzschean "overman."  Desmond's words, 

If each is self-legisIating, what of the other? Do  legislate for 
the other? Does the other legislate for me? Does not the pluTa-

 of self-legislation create serious  to holding  

to the notion of self-legisIation as the primary model of moral 
freedom? . . . We are only projecting ourselves [as God] then. 
We project ourselves, we recover ourselves, by dissolving God 
back into  and thus we become truly self-legislating. 
We start as morally righteous Kantians and end as self-gJorifying 
Niet zscheans beyond good and evil, ourselves the source  the 
moral law.3I 

Desmond's warning is similarly echoed by Chrestos Yannaras, whom as  

said  shall incorporate  the present discussion as a contemporary theorist 
carrying the flipside to Castoriades' and Rawls' (distinct forms  liberalism. 

31.   Desmond, Ethics and the Between (New York: State University of New York 
Press, 200]),   ]39 -]42.  leading communital'iall theori st Charles  voices the same 
fear  Hege/  Modem Society (Cambridge:  University Press, 1979),   ]59, 167, 
namely that the prospect of an unrestrained autonomy ignoring the human embeddedness  

communal and cultural values is ollly bound  result, over the long run , in the naked exaltatioll 
of the «will  power». As a genuine communitarian,  is nervous about the so-called deon-
tol ogical priority of the right over the good tr aditiollaIly espoused by Iiberals and designed as a 
K antian counter-attack against   And whiJe   finds this priority «highly justi-
fied  its     thrust», he worries that  can also be used  downgrade  just the 
homogelleou s good of desire-fulfillment central to utilitarian theory but also any conception of 
the good, including the qualit ative distinctions underlying our mOl'al views». See  Sources 
of the Se/f: The M aking of the Model'J7 Identity (Cambl'idge,  Harvard University Press, 
1996),  88.    compIain s about Rawls' proposal   Theory of]ustice that we devel-

 a  of justice stal1ing only with a «thin theory of the good», meaning thereby what 
lol' caIIs weakly valued goods, a suggestion that he claims  find incoherent     88-9). 
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Like Desmond, Yannaras is a  phiJosopher bent   

modemity's and postmodernity's  of extra-human and trans-
cendent ontological categories, even where  theory is concerned. The 
backbone  his voluminous corpus can be   at the  of a mis-
leading  as the purg ation of the real from the imaginary,  

his case the real being  with the ontologicaJ fullness of life as accom-
plished   resurrection,  contrast to ideological  psychological 
counterparts usurping the place of the real. If   himseIf with 
truth and life  am the way and the truth and   Jn 11:25), Christian theo-
logy cannot dispense with truth-claims, says  ann aras, and these must extend 
beyond   all quarters of human life, including  organi za-
tion. It shouId be specified at once that Yannaras does  recommend a 
retum to monarchical  theocratic forms of govem ment, although he 
concurrently takes modem constitutional democracies  task for having 
been designed  with a view towards mirroring a grander truth , i.e., so as  

embody something approximating what Rawls refers  as the "General 
Good," but as a matter of convention, at the service of individua/ism and its 
private pursuits of pleasure. Modernity's  sin," according to 

 annaras, is that the concern for ontology 

remains just barely  not at all tol erated within the bounda-
 of the mentality that the civilization of the EnJightenment 

imposes even tod ay. What is mainly rejected  the framework 
of this civilization is the "core"  precondition for eve ry pro-
position of ontological int erpretation. What is rejected is the 
problem of the causal  of the existent [i.e., GodJ, and 
therefore also rejected is the  for distinguishing the reaI 
from the imaginary.32 

How does Yannaras translate his ontological commitments   

terms? Interestingly enough, the model he refers us to is not the Byzantine 
empire but , as   narrative, 5th century Athens, though it's easy 
to guess that the two authors see this seminal democracy from radically diffe-
rent angles, hence reaching contrasting results about  Whereas    

32. Chrestos Yannaras. TheReaJ and the Imaginary jn PoJjtJcaJ Economy. Ch. 8: "Genea lo-
gy of the Impasse  Econ omic Epistem ology" (Athens: Domos Publicat ions, 1989),  163. 
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exalted Athenian political  and conventionalism, as we just saw, 
Yannaras claims instead that the Greek polis  city-state, of which Athens 
was the grandest exempJary, came into existence not due to any skepticaI 
detachment from metaphysics, but as a result rather of its denizens ' gradlIaI 
submission 10 what they perceived as "the cosmic Logos," meaning by that 
term the well-known Greek awe before the harmonious splendor of the cos-
mos, which they sought 10 render incarnate  their communities.  this 
case," says Yannaras, 

Politics ... is  Ionger the technique of utility-pandering 
expediency but an art of disclosing the logos of lIniversal com-
muning cohesion, a creative partaking  the realization of a 
mode of existence according to truth. Politics is identified with 
the pursuit of existentiaJ authenticity, of correspondence to the 
logical [logos-like] nature  to the purpose of hllman existence. 
Then the city also has a sacerdotal character, not  it ser-
ves some narrowly religious expediency, but because it realizes 
and discloses that sacredness par excellence which is the mode of 
Iife, the mode by which Iife is true as reality and as duration. And 
the citizen is not simply a unit  the aggregate of common 
living 1Ogether, a unit of rights and obligations that are reguIated 
conventionally  order 10 baIance egocentric demand.  be a 
citizen is a title of honor.  partake in the greatest honor and 

 the achievement of making life true. This is why citizens are 
not elected 10 office but are appointed by lot; each citizen by 
definition partakes  the achievement of that Iife according to 
truth which is democracy. Whoever refuses involvement  the 
politicaI realization of this communaI truth-making is not simply 
an idler, he is a good-for-nothing [This last statement is an 
almost direct quote from Pericles' Funeral Oration,  

Thucydides, Histories  40.2].33 

Stripped of its technicaI jargon, Yannaras' point may be more simply 
rehearsed as follows : the first OIiginary democracy in the western world, 5th 

 Athens, came  not by so prosaic and conventional a means as a 

33. Ibid,   167-8. cf. also Yann aras , Ratjo Recta al1d Socja/ ?ractjce (Athens: Dom os, 
1984),  195-6. 
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"social contract," as is so often said, but because its people reached a  of 
sophistication and self-awareness high enough to realize that authentic human 
existence is possible   the parameters of a community emulating the 
sunounding cosmicharmony. Thus, so Yannaras claims, Athenians (and to a 
somewhat lesser degree other Greeks) set about to create a constitution not 
for the purpose of merely facilitating peaceful cohabitation but  order. to 
institute the true mode of being,  accordance with logos," a key category 

 Greek thought, from Herakleitus down to Aristotle. Yannaras then makes 
the bold (and,  my  untenable, except  a qualified sense) thesis that 
an organic  of this political community-gathering   the 
form of early and Byzantine ChIistian parishes, where the faithful f10ck 

 at regular  not to worship God  an abstract and  

sense, but to communally  and make manifest as one body the true, 
 mode of being which is made incarnate mateIially  the Eucharist, the 

sacrament of God's continuing enf1eshment  history. His thesis owes much 
to the etymology of the Greek term  meaning literally "work of the 
people," something enacted by an assembly comprised of the whole people of 
God. 

 the theoretical constructs of both CastoIiades and  annaras  

realistaspirations,  the sense that they rest  assumptions drawn from the 
way each  the world or reality as such to be (a "reality" that,  

Yannaras' case, extends to extra-human categoIies, encompassing as it does 
the transcendent). As Yannaras so emphatically puts the matter, 

If the majoIity faith of a social group asserts that it ls impos-
siblefor man to lead up to a causal [source] of the existent [mea-
ning by that GodJ, i.e., that agnosticism js the more consistent 
attitude toward the problem of the oIigin and cause of the data 
of reality, and the  "truth" that we know is the appearance 
of things, then the purpose of human life cannot but  from 
this ignorance and absence of logos.  that case there exlsts  

special existential logos-purpose for the human presence  the 
worJd, there exjst  useful expediencies for responding to the 

 and apparent needs of the natural  For exampJe, 
the poliOcal and economic problems that thIs deontology poses 
are problems of balancing  or group demands, pro-
blems of strategies and methods for the more efficient produc-
tlon of goods, and,  the more romantlc case, for their just dis-
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tribution to the social whole .. . The final meaning of your social 
 and of your productive activity (the content of eve-

ryday  and the motive for action) is that you struggle to push 
death back temporarily.34 

 other words, where state bureaucrats might see economic and social 
progress  western bourgeois democracies, Yannaras sees brut e 
nism and expediency, and beneath them the specter of  looming large. 

 Castoriades, too, while standing  opposite ends from Yannaras ' thick 
ontoIogicaI project, wouid be just as displeased with a tightly endogamic, 
freestanding model  Rawls,' given its allegedly insufficient anchor  rea-
lity as Castoriades pictures it at least, roughly corresponding to the axioma-
tic denial of the existence of God  other akin extra-historica]  transcen -
dent a  principles traditionally assumed to dictate moral action . 

PhilosophicaJly, the two radicaJly divergent form s of reali sm share the 
common objective of deriving their moral and political  from their 
respective   When seen from such an unmistak ably realist perspective , 
Rawls'  appears suspiciously "pragmatist ," i.e., as relativising the 
concept of the Good beyond redemption by defining   the minim al sense 
as that which is of practical use for us here and now .  fact, Rawls has been 
routineIy critiqued for having sought the privatisation  compartmentalisa-
tion of the common good  a mann er strongly remini scent of Rortyan prag-
matism. David HoJlenbach, for example, has forceful\y described Rawls' later 
conversion to pol itica]   as an unfortunate transit ion from a Kantian 

 a pragmatist perspective,3SIamenting its individu alism and the fragmenta-
tion of meaning and social life it supposedly fosters: 

 principled commitment to avoiding sustained discourse 
about the common good can produce a downward spiral  

which shared meaning, understanding, and community become 
even harder to achieve  prac tice. Or, more ominously, when 
the pluralism of diverse groups veers tow ard a state of group 
conflict with racial    dimensions , pure tolerance can 
become a strategy like that of an ostrich with its head  the 

34. Ya nnaras, The Real and the Imaginary in Political Economy,  168. 
35. David HoIlenbach, ''1sTolerance EnoughT ' Con versations 13 (Spring, 1998). 
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sand.  my view, this is just what we don 't need. 36 

Hollenbach's reservations are closely echoed by Luis Dupre, another 
tic  about the constructivism (or artificiality) and abstraction of 
RawIs' liberalism: 

But once we relativize the good to being a matter of  

choice, we eo ipso  both the choice and the obligation of 
that absolute quality that only the good itself can confer.  

secure each individual 's  to do what he or she pleases, as 
long as he or she does not hinder others  doing the same, may 
be expeditious, perhaps necessary from a practical point of 
view.  it can hardly pass for a common good ...  its 
abstraction and conventionalism] Rawls' ideaI can count for 
hardly more than a  of· the civilized manner  which 
members of a modem society, especially one rooted  the 
Anglo-Saxon legal tradition, pursue their intensely private goals 
without becoming a nuisance to others .37 

Since both  statements come from (well-meaning, to be sure) 
Catholic scholars  like Desmond and Yannaras, about what they 
understand as RawIs' easy abrogation of an Archimedean moral a   

their case, identified with God) for the sake of a conventionaI deontology 
devoid of all ontological content, it would now be  to assess the 
potency of Rawlsian libera!ism and the adequacy of its constructivism  the 
light of such realist  coming from the side of religious quarters.  

what follows,  shalI attempt to justify Rawls' constructivism as comprising, 
 my view, the most reasonably ba!anced and suitab!e conception for the set-

ting of contemporary pluralist democracies, and  the process to square it 
also with re!igion and its  place  them.  do so,  must first exami-
ne his constructivism vis-a-vis the  concept of "mora! (or "rational") 
intuitionism," represented by  Iike Yannaras, Hollenbach, Dupre, and 

 a reversed sense)  as well. 

36. Ibid,  8. 
37. Luis Dupre. "The Common Good and rhe Open Society,"  and  

Contn'butions to  Public Policy, R. Bruce Douglas and David Hollenbach, eds. 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1994),  185, 
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 his program, Rawls distinguishes moral and rational intuitionism from 
his notion of political  by a set of four criteria which essential-
ly amount to the following two pictures. We    one hand, a set of moral 
principles and judgments that, "when  are true statements about an 
independent order of moraJ   and this is an order which "does  

depend   is  to be expJained by, the  of any actual (human) 
minds, including the   of reason ."38  addition, and following directly 
from the    ration al intuitionism  of truth  a traditional way 
by  moraJ judgments as true when they are both about and accurate 10 
the independent order of moraJ   Otherwise, they are false."39 It is coun-
ter  this traditional, realist picture of ethics, then, that Rawls sets  his afo-
rementioned  conception. Man-made as its name suggests and 
his10ricaJJy emergent, his theory focuses  reasonableness at the exclusion 
of absolute truths, an  of priorities that helps explain why Rawls is, 
mistakenly as    tossed so easily with the pragmatists. This doesn 't 
mean,   as ration al intuitionists would quickly assume, that construc-

 denies the concept of truth , much Jess that  sets  10 foil and coun-
ter the (ontological, realist) claims of rational intuitionism. 40 Were  10 do so, 

 would justify at once the (misinformed) critique against  as a disguised 
pragmatism , which  actual fact  is   

If Rawlsian liberalism dissociates itself from broader,   doc-
trines  is   of a metaphysical skepticism towards truth, but  becau-
se it seeks 10 remain freestanffing from these for the greater benefit of socie-
ty as a whole. Inasmuch as the ultimate goal of Rawls' thesis is harmonious 
social cohesion based not  the indiscriminate imposition of a   

faith   but  the widest possible acceptance of freedom of 
beJief and expression as indispensable prerequisites for  and social 
progress, there is an unmistakabJy communitarian element   despite char-
ges 10 the contrary. For while ostensibly promoting     

sing religion, as many critics think, Rawls actually sets the scene (the politi-
cal prerequi sites, that is) for a social ethic that prioritises tolerance and  

   as basic comerstones of all just states. If anything,  read Rawls 
as urging us to become communitarians  a subtler, deeper sense, as deman-
ding from his readers the maturation  required 10  the self-cen-

38. Rawls, PoJiticaJ      9] . 
39. Ibid ,  92. 
40. Ibid,   94-5. 
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tered political denigration of beliefs and  other than one's own. 
Accordingly, Rawls is socially responsible by encouraging his readership to 
see the bigger picture and thus to consider the greater social lot, as concem 
for the welfare of one 's culturally and religiously "idiosyncratic" neighbours. 

 rallying against his decentralized concept of the Good, lamenting  

longer seeing it as preceded by the term "common," should still be able to see 
the  reflected  the more  word "greater," preferred by 
Rawls for its muJtilateral meaning . Knowing full well that religion (\ike 
sition to it) are highly heated topics capable of inducing  and 

    Rawls is determined to guarantee fair terms of social 
cooperation which would be fatally compromised from the outset were they 
extracted from metaphysical conceptions. ''How are fair terms of coopera-
tion determined?" asks RawIs  attempting to justify his  pro-
posal : 

Are they to be simply laid down by some out side    

distinct from the persons cooperating, say by God's law? Or are 
these terms to be accepted by these persons as fair   of 
their knowledge of an independent moral order? Or should these 
terms be established by an undertaking among those persons 

   of what they regard as their reciprocal 
 

Justice as fairnes s, we said, adopts a form of the last answer 
. . . This is because,  the fact of reasonable pluralism, citi-
zens cannot agree  any moral autholity, whether a sacred text, 

 institution. Nor do they agree about the order of moral 
 or the dictates of what some regard as natura] law. We 

adopt, then, a   to specify the fair term of 
sQcial cooperation as  by the principles of justice agreed to 
by the   of free and equal citizens when fairly 
situated.4  

And again, 

Thus, it is only by affirming a    conception - one 

4  Rawls,    97. 
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which is political and not metaphysical - that citizens generally 
can expect to  pIinciples that all can accept. This they can do 
without denying the deeper aspects of their reasonable compre-

 doctIines.  their differences, citizens cannot  

 any other way their conception-dependent desire to  a 
shared political life  terms acceptable  others as free and 
equal.42 

Despite appearances to the contrary,  submit that Rawls  his cons-
 a  and more solidly realistic   the passages just 

quoted than do his cIitics to their  forms of moral intuitionism. For 
these, restrained as they are by ontological sectaIianism and often rooted  

earlier and simpler forms of community, both monolithic and uniform  their 
innocence of the potential emergence of increasingly  states, cannot 
hope to contIibute a catholic formula of social unity except  by coer-
CiOn43• Nowadays more likely  coercion of consciences. For there 
are bonds forged by coercion and bonds based  reasonable persuasion and 
understanding. Rawls is   the reality that westem democracies are now 
weJl set into a course opting for social and political bonds of the latter sort, 
as his contemporary moral intuitionists apparently are  He knows well 
that the politics of self-determination and multicultural citizenship rely  

continued debating which occasionally might seem like a  a far cry 
from the romanticized social serenity and cohesion of more trad itional, cul-
turally homogenized communities. Nonetheless, Rawls sees  real (meaning, 

 necessary) threat to society's stability  the on-going public  

among informed and concerned citizens; instead he anticipates a new and 
liberating  of togethemess, this time based not  sameness, racial  cul-
turaI , but  the recognition of difference as an inescapable, welcome, and 
usefu1 social fact.  a paper examining the prospects of roughly this kind of 

42. Ibid,  97-8. 
43.   exclusion of     groups form   membership  such rom anti-

cIzed earl ier communities,     by man y noteworthy communitarian writ-
ers (most not ably, Char les   and  Sandel), is    exp osed at some Iength by 
Will Kymlicka  Liberalism, Community and Culture, (Oxf ord:   Press, 1991),  85 ff, 
90. Kymlicka is a Canadian liberal theorist , one of the most influential a t work   who adds 
an important   to Rawls ' plur alist    i.e .. the  of a citi zen's ends and so 
the possibility, guaranteed by the state, of his  her exiting from any   soci aJ  religious 
community/group,  top of the liberty to freely join it  the  place (ibid.,   59-60). 
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democracy, aptly labelled "people  conversation," Andre Van de Putte 
expresses a much-needed optimism conceming its disputed  

This conception of democracy and popular sovereignty ... 
offers an immediate answer to a question that retums  many 
discussions about special Iights: the question of the  of a 
society   such Iights are introduced. It is regularly argued 
that such rights pose a threat to the unity of political society, to 
feelings of solidaIity, to shared  identity, and that every 
group under the protection of its special Iights will withdraw 
into   And, indeed, special rights place the emphasis  self-
determination, exclusivity and separateness. What holds toge-
ther a multicultural political society that recognizes multicultu-
ral  [Hanna] Arendt's reflections  power suggest 
an answer: what makes a society strong is an active and inclusi-
ve public space. What  the  analysis must protect  

society against segmentation is a constitution that protects and 
guarantees the constitutedness of individuals and  the same 
time involves them in the whole. The  of a guaran-
teed domain of self-determination with integration into a public 
space must abolish fear   the oIiginal]  will  

lead, as Hobbes taught us, to the war against all war, making any 
cooperation   

The point that Rawls and Van de Putte are making, cuIiously missed by 
moral intuitionists, is that the human spirit (individually and collectively 
speaking) can  grow and prosper  social contexts of free and unrestrai-
ned intellectual exchange,  the  of an "active and inclusive public 
space," to repeat a  from the above-cited passage, with all the civic 

 and mutual respect that  notion  At the root of  

 lies the awareness that intellectual diversity and disagreement, 
rather than  is the most frequent offspring of the mind, as a result 
of which societies are enIiched by being continuously exposed to new and as 
yet undreamed of perspectives and   Now, accepting that dis-

44.  Van de Putte (Dean and Prof. of Socia\ &   Philosophy, Institute of Philoso-
phy, Catholic University of Leuven), ''The Nation-State and Multicultural Society" (unpublished 
paper),  20 (italics provided). 
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agreement is more likely  preponderate over consent  most instances of 
reasonable public deliberation by  means should dishearten us as  the 
prospects of future social progress,  the form, say, of increased racial equa-
lity and justice. Much less,  submit, should  compel us  assert a direct link 
between spirit and war, as Panayiotis Kondylis would have us believe, who 
saw violent ideological confrontation as the foremost, indeed the inevitable, 
product of spirit and thus as the unavoidable fate of humankind.45 

If democracy does signify a substantial step forward  humankind's long, 
tortuous path toward civilized life, a path adminedly fraught with labyrinthi-
ne difficulties and dependent  the people's constant consent,  is synony-
mous with the principles of reason and  Political liberalism asks 
religious believers  comply with these two principles, yet  does  

demand that they give   even compromise their faith.  the contrary, 
devout foIIowers of comprehensive doctrines are welcome  make their par-
ticular contribution  the establishment of a truly participatory consti-
tutional democracy,  of course by smuggling  metaphysical tenets  the 
publicdiscussion but by internalising  as a central and positive force 

 their system of values  such an extent as might effectively curb certain 
unreasonable remnants of the faith that would threaten the fundamentals of 
social freedom and civility. 

None of alI this, of course, would satisfy Castoriades' unmitigated demand 
for a blueprint of democracy dependent  complete extemal and internal 
autonomy, just as  wouldn't meet the requirements of  Kantian   

similarly premised  a transcendental formalism devoid of alI empirical (i.e., 
heteronomous)     perhaps a fairly adequate response   
might be that the person who consciously subscribes  the basics of Rawlsian 

45. Kond ylis' grim tllesis is expounded  his tigl1tly-argued work     

              and more 
elaborately  chapter              143-208. 
Nor, 1would like  add  passing, does Rawlsian Iiberalism commi t us in any way to the aggres-

  economic   and  anomie of tlleorists like Friedricll Hayeck and Milton 
Friedm an . For, wllile  wouId certainIy be a mistak e to toss H. awls with the socialists (a misun-
derstanding easily encou raged by his famous debate Robert Nozick  matters of social 
ty), there is a    concem fol' economic disparity in classical liberalism worthy of  atten-
tion . KymIick a admits as much when he says that he sees closer ties between sociaIism and Iiber-
aIism than first meet s the eye  Community and Cu/ture,  91). 

46. Imm anuel Kant , Groundwork  the Metaphysics  MOJ'8Is, Mary Gregor, trans. (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge  Press, 2002). 
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liberalism  spite of his  her cultural and religious inclinations is already to 
a considerable degree autonomous, certainly ahead of untroubled sympathi-
sers and self-professed advocates for tolerance too comfortably (and just as 
dogmatically as the next fundamentalist, sometimes) set  their secular 
ways. 

But moral intuitionists as well, especially as represented by Yannaras' 
 conjunction of politics and ontology, need to be reminded that they 

conflate the two distinct kingdoms, the city of heaven and the polis, too seam-
lessly for the desired  to   scrutiny, unmindful as they 
appear to be of the tension that's inevitably at work between these two ter-
rains. For the kingdom of heaven, as always envisaged by the most influential 

 theologians, is above all an eschatological  that at best can 
 be anticipated (and  foretasted  the  but never 

 coerced  society. Being a theologian myself,  feel compelled to 
humbly submit  these lines, as  have done elsewhere, my heartfelt endorse-
ment of Prof. Yannaras' synthesis of ontology with personhood 
and othemess, as  praise for its  anthropological implications.  

the same,  must express sincere qualms about it when it is presented as an 
extended social program  political terms.  all faimess it should be added 
that,  a qualified sense, the two forms of ecclesiae, the Athenian and the 

 do seem  overlap, given that (ideally at least) the same guiding 
 seems to be involved  both: the surpassing of one's raw 

 by one's entrance to a  community of freely bonding per-
sons. For after all, to the Greek mind as early as Homer's days47 the polis was, 
even  its  versions with a minimal institution of social assembly, 
the   for the gradual attainment of one's very humanity, 
beyond the parameters of which lay plain   the  

assembly, accordingly, the baptismal incorporation to the community is 
meant to instantiate a long process whereby each member receives, by grace 
and effort, a new identity  the transition from individual to the per-
son. However, as noble as  may find the ecclesial vision of personhood as a 
naturalization to the kingdom of heaven,  cannot forbear acknowledging that 

47. It is doubtless telling that  the Odyssey  106, 112), Homer links the barbaric lawless-
ness of the Cyclops  their innocence of an organized social life.  the Greeks saw 
"humanity"   strictly physicaI terms, as a quality  at biI1h, but as a  accom-
plishment. cf. Aristotle's designation of man as a political anim al (Nichomachean Ethics,  5, 

 12). 
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 points to a metaphysically sectarian idea of    normally 
encountered  the Greeks, and cert ainly  cap able of    a necessary 
wider appeal, let alone endorsement. The real, if limited, convergence of the 
two form s of assembly therefore, important and instructive as  is, must  

be hardened  absolutised to the  of blurring their radical asymmetry, 
the fundamental wedge between God and Caesar alluded to by  less a per-
sonage than  Hims elf (Mark 12:17). 


